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Modern methods for sampling rugged landscapes in state space mainly rely on knowledge of
the relative probabilities of microstates, which is given by the Boltzmann factor for equilibrium
systems. In principle, trajectory reweighting provides an elegant way to extend these algorithms
to non-equilibrium systems, by numerically calculating the relative weights that can be directly
substituted for the Boltzmann factor. We show that trajectory reweighting has many commonalities
with Rosenbluth sampling for chain macromolecules, including practical problems which stem from
the fact that both are iterated importance sampling schemes: for long trajectories the distribution
of trajectory weights becomes very broad and trajectories carrying high weights are infrequently
sampled, yet long trajectories are unavoidable in rugged landscapes. For probing the probability
landscapes of genetic switches and similar systems, these issues preclude the straightforward use of
trajectory reweighting. The analogy to Rosenbluth sampling suggests though that path ensemble
methods such as PERM (pruned-enriched Rosenbluth method) could provide a way forward.
PACS numbers: 05.10.-a, 05.40.-a, 05.70.Ln
I. INTRODUCTION
The Boltzmann factor, which describes exactly the rel-
ative probability of microstates at equilibrium in sys-
tems whose dynamics obeys detailed balance, forms the
cornerstone of a plethora of simulation methods in the
physical sciences. For example, the seminal Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm for Monte-Carlo simulation exploits
the Boltzmann factor to generate a trajectory of con-
figurations which sample the Gibbs-Boltzmann distribu-
tion [1]. Knowledge of the Boltzmann factor also makes
possible a host of biased sampling methods, which al-
low efficient characterisation of rugged free energy land-
scapes comprising multiple free energy minima separated
by barriers. In these methods, information on a target
system of interest is obtained by simulating a reference
system, whose microstate probabilities are biased to be
different from the target system. The results are cor-
rected for the bias by reweighting with, for example, a
Boltzmann factor. The reference system is typically eas-
ier to sample than the target system. Thus in umbrella
sampling [2], an external potential is used to coerce the
reference system (or a sequence of such systems) to sam-
ple a free energy barrier. The basis of biased sampling
schemes is the generic relation
〈Θ(x)〉targ =
〈Θ(x)W (x)〉ref
〈W (x)〉ref
(1)
where Θ(x) is some quantity of interest (an order param-
eter for example), the brackets 〈. . .〉ref refer to an average
over microstates x for the reference system, the brackets
∗ patrick.warren@unilever.com
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〈. . .〉targ refer to an average for the target system, and W
is a reweighting factor
W (x) ∝ P
∞
targ(x)
P∞ref(x)
. (2)
Here the ratio P∞targ(x)/P
∞
ref(x) is the relative probability
of observing the microstate x, where P∞ref(x) and P
∞
targ(x)
are the steady state (superscript ‘∞’) probability distri-
butions for the reference and target systems respectively.
For systems whose dynamics obeys detailed balance this
ratio is given analytically by the Boltzmann factor (up
to an overall constant of proportionality). Thus Eq. (1)
provides a way to compute averages over the target sys-
tem from a simulation of the reference system: during
the simulation, one simply tracks the quantity W and
uses it to reweight the average of the quantity of interest
Θ. The constant of proportionality does not need to be
calculated since it cancels in Eq. (1).
For non-equilibrium systems, whose dynamics does not
obey detailed balance, the relative probabilities of mi-
crostates are a priori unknown. Hence one has no ana-
lytical expression for the reweighting factor W , preclud-
ing the straightforward use of this type of biased sam-
pling scheme. Sampling non-equilibrium steady states
is important in a variety of contexts, including statis-
tical mechanical hopping models with driven dynamics
[3], sheared soft matter systems [4] and chemical models
of gene regulatory circuits [5–7] where failure of detailed
balance is arguably responsible for some of the most im-
portant biological characteristics [8]. This has motivated
recent interest in developing efficient sampling methods
for non-equilibrium steady states [9–13] which are not
based on Eq. (1), but instead take alternative approaches.
For example, both the non-equilibrium umbrella sam-
pling (NEUS) [9, 11–13] and forward flux sampling (FFS)
[10, 14, 15] methods involve partitioning state space via a
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2series of interfaces and manipulating the statistics of tra-
jectories between interfaces to enforce sampling of less
favourable parts of the state space. While this works
for barrier-crossing problems with a well-defined order
parameter, it involves significant overhead in terms of
defining the interfaces.
In this work, we explore the direct use of biased sam-
pling, via Eq. (1), for non-equilibrium steady states. In
this approach, the reweighting factor W in Eq. (1) is com-
puted numerically, on the fly, using trajectory reweight-
ing. This reweighting concept is not new: it is well-
established in applied mathematics where it is known as
a Girsanov transformation and the trajectory weight is
formally a Radon-Nikodym derivative. In applied math-
ematics, trajectory reweighting is is used to calculate the
probabilities of rare events [16, 17] and for parameter sen-
sitivity analysis [18, 19], and in mathematical finance the
method is widely used in the context of diffusion equa-
tions [16]. In chemical and computational physics, the
notion of trajectory weights is also encountered in a host
of path-ensemble methods stemming from the seminal
works of Jarzynski, and Crooks [20–22].
In principle, trajectory reweighting provides a way to
generalise a plethora of biased sampling methods to non-
equilibrium systems [23–25]. For example it has been
used in the context of Onsager-Machlup path probabili-
ties to reweight Brownian dynamics trajectories [26, 27],
while in kinetic Monte-Carlo schemes trajectory weights
[28] and reweighting [29] have been succesfully exploited
for first passage time problems [30–33] and steady state
parametric sensitivity analysis [19, 23, 34].
In these existing applications one is typically interested
in reweighting trajectories with a fixed (and often rela-
tively small) number of steps n. Here we explore, using a
simple example of a birth-death process, how trajectory
reweighting can be used to compute steady state proper-
ties. Interestingly, this approach turns out to be closely
related to the Rosenbluth scheme for sampling the con-
figurations of chain macromolecules [1, 35–38]. However,
we find that it suffers from the same practical problem
that afflicts na¨ıve Rosenbluth sampling, in that the dis-
tribution of the reweighting factor can become very broad
so that microstates that are important in the target sys-
tem are hard to sample. Moreover, we show that this
problem is controlled by the dynamics of the target sys-
tem, so that it cannot be avoided by a judicious choice of
reference system. Thus, we conclude that a straightfor-
ward application of trajectory reweighting is unlikely to
work, except for trivial examples. However, the analogy
to Rosenbluth sampling suggests a possible solution in a
prune-and-enrich strategy, which we suggest as a direc-
tion for future work.
In the next section we present in more detail the theory
of trajectory reweighting, making concrete the analogy
to Rosenbluth sampling, and we also explain its practi-
cal limitations. We then illustrate these issues using the
simple case of a birth-death process, before suggesting
ways in which the limitations of the method might be
overcome.
II. TRAJECTORY REWEIGHTING FOR
BIASED SAMPLING OF NON-EQUILIBRIUM
STEADY STATES
A. Theory of trajectory reweighting
The trajectory weight Pn({xi}) describes the proba-
bility of observing, in a stochastic simulation, a given
sequence of n microstates {xi} where i = 0 . . . n, given
that we start in a prescribed microstate at i = 0. This
is a well defined mathematical object [16] which can be
expressed as
Pn({xi}) =
∏n
i=1 p(xi−1 → xi) , (3)
where the p(xi−1 → xi) are the probabilities of the indi-
vidual transitions in the underlying simulation algorithm.
We assume that these p(xi−1 → xi) are well-defined (and
known) quantities, as is the case for simulation schemes
such as kinetic Monte-Carlo, Brownian dynamics, et c..
Knowledge of the trajectory weight, Eq. (3), makes
possible the above-mentioned trajectory reweighting as a
biasing approach applied to dynamical trajectories [16–
19, 23, 26–34]. In detail, one simulates a reference system
that has altered transition probabilities compared to the
target system of interest. For example in a kinetic Monte
Carlo simulation of a gene regulatory network the refer-
ence system might have different chemical rate constants
to the target system, or in a simulation of a sheared soft
matter system it might have a different shear rate. The
relative weight of a given trajectory in the target system,
compared to the reference system, is given by
Pntarg({xi})
Pnref({xi})
=
n∏
i=1
ptarg(xi−1 → xi)
pref(xi−1 → xi) . (4)
The basic idea is that one can compute averages over tra-
jectories in the target system, from simulations of trajec-
tories in the reference system, using as the reweighting
factor the relative trajectory weight given by Eq. (4).
B. Trajectory reweighting for sampling
steady-states
To apply this to steady-states, we are not so much in-
terested in the properties of short dynamical trajectories,
but rather in computing the steady-state properties for
systems with rugged landscapes where long trajectories
are required for accurate sampling. To apply standard bi-
ased sampling schemes to compute steady-state averages
using Eq. (1), we require the reweighting factor W (x) in
Eq. (2), which in turn requires knowledge of the steady-
state relative probabilities of microstates P∞targ/P
∞
ref. For
systems whose dynamics do not obey detailed balance,
3this quantity is not known a priori but one can show
that it is given by the long-trajectory limit of the rela-
tive trajectory weight:
W (x) = lim
n→∞
〈
δ(x− xn)×
Pntarg
Pnref
〉
ref
. (5)
The right hand side here is the average over all trajecto-
ries generated in the reference system which end in mi-
crostate x, as ensured by the δ-function (for steady state
problems, the starting microstate can be left unspecified).
This result is rather obvious, but for completeness is de-
rived in Appendix A. In the Appendix, we only prove
Eq. (5) up to a constant of proportionality but we can
set this constant equal to unity, without compromising
the result since it cancels out in Eq. (1).
Since we know the transition probabilities in Eq. (4),
we can compute numerically, on-the-fly, the quantity W
in Eq. (5) during a simulation of the reference system,
and use it as a ‘slot-in’ replacement for the factor W (x) in
Eq. (1), in standard biased sampling schemes. In practice
W can easily be computed on-the-fly: when a simulation
step is taken from xi−1 → xi, one calculates the relative
transition probabilities ptarg/pref for this step (which are
known for a given simulation algorithm), and multiplies
the current estimator for W by this quantity. Appendix
B contains a practical scheme for achieving this objec-
tive, based on the notion of a circular history array. It
is important to note that typically we would not try to
record W as a function of x since in general the space of
microstates is very large, and each individual microstate
will be visited infrequently (the birth-death process be-
low is something of an exception to this). Rather we
would sample both W and any quantities we are inter-
ested in (generically denoted by Θ above) at periodic in-
tervals, and construct the right-hand average in Eq. (1)
from these sampled values using
〈Θ〉targ =
〈ΘW 〉ref
〈W 〉ref
= lim
n→∞
〈Θ(xn)× Pntarg/Pnref〉ref
〈Pntarg/Pnref〉ref
.
(6)
C. Analogy to Rosenbluth sampling
It turns out that trajectory reweighting has many com-
monalities with the classical Rosenbluth scheme for sam-
pling the configurations of chain macromolecules [1, 35–
38]. In this scheme, one ‘grows’ new chain configurations
by addition of successive segments, in a system that is
typically crowded with surrounding molecules. At each
step in the chain growth, the position (and possibly ori-
entation) of the new segment is biased to avoid overlap
with the surrounding molecules (which would lead to re-
jection of the chain configuration). To compensate for
this bias, one associates a reweighting factor with the
chain configuration; this consists of a product of the rel-
ative weights for each chain segment, in the biased sim-
ulation, compared to the target system. Averages over
chain configurations are then reweighted by this factor.
Returning to Eq. (4) for the relative trajectory weight
Pntarg/Pntarg, we can see directly where the analogy with
Rosenbluth sampling arises. In Eq. (4), Pntarg/Pntarg con-
sists of a product, over all steps in the trajectory, of the
relative transition probabilities ptarg/pref of the same step
taken in the reference and target systems. Thus, mak-
ing an analogy between generation of a trajectory and
growth of a macromolecular configuration, the computa-
tion of Pntarg/Pntarg is equivalent to the computation of the
reweighting factor for a configuration of a chain macro-
molecule of length n segments. Both these cases can be
considered to be examples of iterated importance sam-
pling schemes, in which the required reweighting factor
consists of a product of individual weighting factors as-
sociated with a series of steps in a chain.
D. Sampling inefficiency for long trajectories
The analogy with Rosenbluth sampling suggests tra-
jectory reweighting is likely to suffer from a common
practical problem associated with iterated importance
sampling schemes. For example it is well-known that
Rosenbluth sampling can become inefficient when the
number of segments in the chain macromolecule be-
comes large [36–38]. Returning to Eqs. (4) and (5), we
can view the relative trajectory weight W , for a given
stochastically-generated trajectory, as the product of n
‘random’ numbers ptarg/p. Hence the logarithm of the
trajectory weight can be viewed as the sum of a series of
random numbers:
lnW = lim
n→∞
∑n
i=1 ln
ptarg
pref
. (7)
Although successive steps will be correlated, if n is large
enough we can apply the central limit theorem to the
sum of random numbers in Eq. (7). This implies that
(for large n), lnW will become normally distributed [39]
with mean m and variance v, both of which are propor-
tional to n. Thus the reweighting factor W is expected to
be log-normally distributed [40] with mean em+v/2 and
variance (ev − 1)e2m+v. As a consequence of this, the
coefficient of variation (the standard deviation divided
by the mean) of W , sampled over many trajectories, is
expected to be
√
(ev − 1) ∼ eαn, where α is some con-
stant coefficient. As the trajectory length n increases, the
variability in the reweighting factor W for the sampled
trajectories increases exponentially. Since the sampled
W values are used to compute averages over trajectories,
this drives an exponential blow-up of the sampling error:
this is the fundamental challenge for iterated importance
sampling schemes. Another way to think about this is
that, as the distribution of W values becomes very broad,
the most important trajectories are sampled very infre-
quently; in fact they become exponentially rare. This
point is demonstrated in Appendix C by considering the
extreme value statistics of the sampled W values.
4E. The required trajectory length is set by the
target system
It turns out that one cannot avoid sampling long tra-
jectories when using trajectory reweighting to sampling
steady states in systems with rugged landscapes. For
example, in models for genetic switches, the system typi-
cally undergoes stochastic flips between alternative stable
states on a timescale that is far longer than that of the
underlying molecular events [6, 7, 41]. One might hope
that by choosing to simulate a reference system whose
flipping rate is much faster than that of the target sys-
tem, one could sample the entire state space more effec-
tively. To understand why this is not the case, we derive
an evolution equation for the reweighting factor W , in
Appendix A. This equation (Eq. (A3)) shows that the dy-
namics of W (and hence its relaxation time) is controlled
by the transition probabilities in the target system, not
the reference system. Thus, even if the reference system
does achieve rapid sampling of the whole state space, the
quantity that we need to sample to compute averages in
the target system (W and ΘW in Eq. (1)) will only con-
verge on a timescale set by the unbiased dynamics of the
target system. This implies that long trajectories, with
their associated broad distribution of trajectory weights,
are needed to compute steady-state averages in systems
with rugged landscapes.
For an intuitive explanation of this [42] consider that
trajectory reweighting should faithfully reproduce the be-
haviour of the target system, including transients. This
is exploited for instance in the first-passage time prob-
lems mentioned in the introduction [30–33]. Therefore,
to achieve steady state, one has to wait until all the tran-
sients in the target system have decayed away. This im-
plies that the relaxation to steady state is governed by
the target system and not the reference system.
III. EXAMPLE: BIRTH-DEATH PROCESS
We now illustrate the use of trajectory reweighting to
sample non-equilibrium steady states, and its associated
issues, using a simple example: a toy model of a birth-
death process [39] with birth rate λ and death rate µ,
∅ λ→ A µ→ ∅ . (8)
This might represent a set of chemical reactions in which
molecules of type A are created stochastically in a Pois-
son process with rate parameter λ and removed from the
system stochastically with rate parameter µ. We simu-
late the stochastic process represented by Eq. (8) using
the Gillespie kinetic Monte-Carlo algorithm [43].
For this model, the microstate of the system is fully
defined by the (discrete) copy number of A, which we
denote x; hence x 7→ x = 0, 1, 2 . . . . The steady-state
distribution of x is given analytically by a Poisson distri-
bution,
P∞(x) =
kxe−k
Γ(x+ 1)
, (9)
where k = λ/µ = 〈x〉 ≡∑∞x=0 xP∞(x) is the mean copy
number. The fact that analytical results are available for
this model allows rigorous testing of the results of our
stochastic simulations with trajectory reweighting. We
define a timescale for the model by setting λ = 1. We
suppose that our target system of interest has death rate
µtarg, and we wish to compute information about the
target system by simulating a reference system with a
different death rate µref. Trajectory reweighting is im-
plemented in our simulations as described in Appendix
B; the reweighting factor is computed on-the-fly using a
history array of length n.
We first demonstrate that trajectory reweighting
works, in the sense that it gives correct results for the
steady-state properties of the target system. Perhaps
the most obvious system property of interest is the mean
copy number 〈x〉targ; this can be computed by setting
Θ(x) = x in Eq. (1): 〈x〉targ = 〈xW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref. Us-
ing trajectory reweighting with µref = 0.3, µtarg = 0.2,
and n = 50 steps, we obtain 〈xW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref = 5.03(7),
which compares to an analytical result of 〈x〉targ = 5
for the target system (since λ/µtarg = 5). For the sim-
ulated reference system (for which λ/µref = 10/3) we
obtain, as expected, 〈x〉ref = 3.333(2). We can also ex-
amine the full probability distribution of the copy num-
ber P∞targ(x), which can be obtained from Eq. (1) by set-
ting Θ(x) = δxy (i. e. the Kronecker delta): P
∞
targ(y) =
〈δxy〉ref = 〈δxyW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref. This should correspond to
the Poisson distribution, Eq. (9). Fig. 1 shows our sim-
ulation results for P∞targ(x), compared to Eq. (9), for the
same parameter set. The target system distribution ob-
tained from our trajectory reweighting simulation is in-
deed in good agreement with the analytical result; al-
though there is some loss of accuracy and an increase
in the sampling error in the tail of the reweighted dis-
tribution. Plotting also the distribution P∞ref(x) for the
reference system (which also corresponds, as expected, to
a Poisson distribution, with a different parameter k), we
see that the increased sampling error for the target dis-
tribution occurs for regions of state space (x) where the
overlap between the target and reference distributions is
small; i. e. values of x which the reference system samples
poorly. This kind of problem is common to many refer-
ence sampling schemes and is often addressed by a more
sophisticated choice of reference system; for example, as
in umbrella sampling [1] one might use a series of refer-
ence systems designed to split the underlying probability
landscape into subregions, each of which can be sampled
more generously before being stitched together.
We next illustrate the fact that the length of trajec-
tory n that is needed for accurate sampling is governed
by the target system, not the reference system. To this
end, again using reference and target system parameters
µref = 0.3 and µtarg = 0.2, we vary the size of the history
50 5 10 150.0
0.1
0.2
FIG. 1. Reweighting the birth-death process. The steady
state distributions for the reference and target systems are
compared to the expected Poisson distributions from Eq. (9)
in the text. Parameters are λ = 1, µref = 0.3 (simulated
reference system), µtarg = 0.2 (target system). The trajectory
length was n = 50. Error bars (one standard deviation) are
from block averaging (10 blocks, each of 105 samples).
array, i. e. the length of trajectory n that is used in the
computation of the reweighting factor W . Fig. 2 shows
results for the mean target system copy number, com-
puted as 〈x〉targ = 〈xW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref, as a function of n.
When the stored history array is very short, the method
gives incorrect results (e. g. when n = 0, then W = 1
everywhere by definition, and 〈xW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref = 〈x〉ref =
10/3). As n increases, 〈xW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref converges to the
correct result 〈x〉targ = 5 for the target system. We can
probe the rate of this convergence by fitting the data in
Fig. 2 to a mono-exponential relaxation,
〈xW 〉ref
〈W 〉ref
=
λ
µtarg
+
( λ
µref
− λ
µtarg
)
exp
(
−n〈δt〉ref
τ
)
, (10)
where 〈δt〉ref = 0.540 is the mean simulation time step
[44]. Fig. 2 shows this relation plotted for both τ = µ−1targ
(solid line) and τ = µ−1ref (dotted line), corresponding
to the characteristic relaxation timescales of the target
and reference systems respectively. The data clearly fits
τ = µ−1targ, rather than τ = µ
−1
ref , confirming that it is the
target system, not the reference system, whose dynamics
controls the convergence rate.
We now test our prediction that, as the length n of
the trajectory used to compute the reweighting factor
W increases, the distribution of W values sampled will
broaden, making it hard to compute accurate results.
Fig. 3 (solid lines) shows histograms for lnW computed
from our simulations for n = 20 (left panels) and n = 50
(right panels). As predicted by our theoretical analy-
sis, P (lnW ) indeed approaches a normal distribution for
large values of n and this distribution indeed broadens as
n increases. Comparing results for different values of the
target system death rate µtarg (top to bottom in Fig. 3),
we see that the distribution P (lnW ) also broadens as
0 20 40 60 803.0
4.0
5.0
0 40
0.1
1
FIG. 2. Mean copy number in target system (points with error
bars) as a function of trajectory length, compared to expected
convergence rate from target (solid line) and reference (dashed
line) systems. The inset shows a semi-log plot of the difference
from the expected n→∞ limit. Each data point is a separate
simulation along the lines of Fig. 1.
µtarg decreases, i. e. as the target and reference system
become more different from each other. This is because
the distribution of ptarg/pref values becomes wider as the
reference system deviates further from the target system.
When computing weighted averages (as in Eq. (1))
what is important is actually W×P (W ), or W×P (lnW )
[45] since trajectories with high weight W contribute
more to the average. We therefore also plot in Fig. 3
(dashed lines) the distribution of values of W ×P (lnW ).
Comparing the results for different trajectory lengths
n = 20 (left panels) and n = 50 (right panels), we see that
as the trajectory length increases, not only does P (lnW )
broaden (solid lines), but also the peak in W × P (lnW )
gets shifted further into the tails of P (lnW ). Thus for
longer trajectories we become less likely to sample the rel-
evant parts of W × P (W ), where the weight W is large.
We also see the same effect upon decreasing µtarg (top to
bottom panels in Fig. 3); as the target and reference sys-
tems become more dissimilar, sampling trajectories with
a high weight in the target system becomes less likely
[46]. Fig. 3 rather dramatically underscores the impor-
tance of the extreme high weight trajectories in calcu-
lating weighted averages. Exactly the same kind of phe-
nomenology is seen for Rosenbluth weights [36]. Indeed,
Fig. 3 closely mirrors Fig. 2 in Ref. 38 for polymers lo-
calised in random media.
Figure 4 illustrates how the difficulty in sampling the
relevant parts of W ×P (W ) leads to poor statistics when
computing averages in the target system. Here, we plot
trajectory reweighting simulation results for the ratio of
the computed value of 〈xW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref, to the analyt-
ical result 〈x〉targ = λ/µtarg (note that since λ = 1
this ratio is equal to µtarg × 〈xW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref). As in
Fig. 3, results are shown for two values of the trajec-
tory length, n = 20 (dashed line) and n = 50 (solid
line), and for various values of µtarg. We first note
60.00
0.04
0.00
0.04
-10 0 100.00
0.04
-10 0 10
(a)                 (0.26, 20)             (b)                  (0.26, 50)
(c)                 (0.20, 20)             (d)                  (0.20, 50)
(e)                 (0.14, 20)                        (f)      (0.14, 50)
FIG. 3. The functions P (lnW ) (solid lines) and W ×P (lnW )
(dashed lines) for n = 20 (a, c, e) and n = 50 (b, d, f); and for
µtarg = 0.26 (a, b), µtarg = 0.20 (c, d), and µtarg = 0.14 (e,
f). Panels are also labelled directly by (µtarg, n), and these
values of µtarg are also shown arrowed in Fig. 4.
that when µtarg is small (slow relaxation of the target
system), there is a systematic deviation from the cor-
rect result µtarg × 〈xW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref = 1; this is because〈xW 〉ref/〈W 〉ref has not yet reached steady state. In-
creasing the trajectory length n from 20 to 50 indeed de-
creases this deviation. However, we pay a penalty for this
in terms of the sampling error; the error bars on our data
points become much larger for the longer trajectories.
This reflects the increasingly poor sampling of the under-
lying W distribution (Fig. 3). If we attempt to further
reduce the systematic error for small values of µtarg by
increasing n still further, for example to n = 100, then we
see so few of the important but exponentially rare high-
weight trajectories that the results become statistically
meaningless. This illustrates rather clearly the ‘Catch-
22’ practical issue associated with trajectory reweight-
ing for computing steady-state properties: for target sys-
tems with slow dynamics, long trajectories are needed,
but because trajectory reweighting is an iterated impor-
tance sampling scheme, its statistical accuracy decreases,
catastrophically, as the trajectory length increases.
IV. DISCUSSION
Trajectory reweighting provides an apparently elegant
way to extend biased sampling methods developed for
equilibrium steady states, to non-equilibrium systems
whose dynamics do not obey detailed balance. By simu-
lating a reference system, which is easier to sample than
the target system of interest, one can obtain averages
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.50.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
FIG. 4. The ratio of the weighted estimate of the target mean
copy number to the expected value, as µtarg varies, at fixed
µref = 0.3 (this quantity should ≡ 1). Each data point is a
separate simulation along the lines of Fig. 1. Two values of
the trajectory length are explored, and the upward-pointing
arrows indicate the values of µtarg used in Fig. 3.
over the (un-simulated) target system by reweighting av-
erages in the simulated reference system using reweight-
ing factors computed from the reference system trajecto-
ries. The analysis presented here shows this is possible
in principle, and that it does indeed work for the not-
too-challenging test case of a birth-death process. For
this particular problem though, it is clear that trajectory
reweighting will never beat straightforward sampling: if
the target system relaxes more slowly than the reference
system (µtarg . µref in Fig. 4) one comes up against
the problem of poor sampling of the high-W trajectories
(Fig. 3); conversely if the target system relaxes faster
than the reference system (µtarg & µref) it is simply more
efficient to simulate the target system directly. However,
we expect trajectory reweighting has the potential to be
useful for systems whose dynamics makes slow switches
between alternative “basins of attraction” (e. g. a genetic
switch), since using a reference system that relaxes faster
than the target system should allow better sampling of
trajectories that switch between the basins.
Our work reveals the two significant practical issues
which preclude the straightforward application of trajec-
tory reweighting. First, the time scale to obtain unbi-
ased estimates of reweighted quantities is still set by the
target system. For example, to calculate steady state av-
erages in our toy model, one needs trajectory durations
which are 2–3 times the relaxation time in the target
system (µ−1targ ; see Figs. 2 and 4). We expect this rule-
of-thumb to hold generally. Second, for long trajectories,
the distribution of trajectory weights becomes extremely
broad, and the weighted averages that we need to com-
pute are sensitive to the rarely visited high weight re-
gion. In our toy model this is exemplified in Fig. 3. This
problem becomes acute for target systems which involve
barrier-crossing events, such as genetic switches. Since
the barrier-crossing frequency is very small, the relax-
7ation times are very long. Then, we cannot escape from
the fact that very lengthy trajectories are required to
compute steady state averages in such target systems,
even if the reference system equilibrates rapidly.
It is important to note that this problem is specific to
the use of trajectory reweighting for steady-state system
properties. Trajectory reweighting has been successfully
applied in numerous other contexts, including financial
mathematics [16], rare event analysis in applied mathe-
matics [16, 17], and first passage time problems [30–33].
The essential difference is that these problems are char-
acterised by short-duration trajectories. For sampling
of short trajectories, the measurement statistics of infre-
quent events can be drastically improved by generating
a large number of successful but biased trajectories, even
though these may carry a low weight once the bias is re-
moved. This variance-reduction mechanism was cogently
argued by Gillespie, Roh and Petzold [30]. In contrast,
to sample steady-state properties, long-duration trajecto-
ries have to be reweighted, with the associated sampling
problems discussed here.
We have noted that there is a close analogy between
computing trajectory weights, and Rosenbluth sampling
for chain macromolecules. This suggests a possible
way forward. In the Rosenbluth method, inefficient
sampling of high-weight polymer configurations was re-
solved by the developent of the pruned-enriched Rosen-
bluth method (PERM) [1, 37], and its descendant flat-
histogram PERM [15, 47]. To apply this in the present
situation one would follow an ensemble of trajectories,
and in order to keep the weights in the desired region
in P (lnW ) (Fig. 3), at intermediate times discard tra-
jectories with low weights, and clone trajectories with
high weights. The added complications are the increased
bookkeeping required to keep track of a variable num-
ber of trajectories, and the need to fine-tune the hyper-
parameters in the algorithm. We note that PERM ap-
plied to this problem does not necessarily avoid the issue
that the sampling time is set by the target system, thus
for instance for a genetic switch we expect one would need
to sample for 2–3 times the waiting time to cross the bar-
rier. However by diminishing or removing the barriers in
a rugged probability landscape, we expect that the use of
trajectory reweighting will distribute the sampling effort
more effectively over state space, leading to more accu-
rate calculation of steady state probability distributions.
Undoutedly this will only become clear with further and
more detailed investigations, which we leave for future
work. Another possible avenue to explore is the use of
simultaneous trajectory reweighting across multiple sys-
tems, as in the extended bridge sampling method [48].
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sity Research Fellowship and by EPSRC under grants
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Appendix A: Formalism for trajectory reweighting
Here, we derive Eq. (5) and show formally that the
relaxation time of the reweighting factor W is controlled
by the dynamics of the target system rather than the
reference system. We define Pntarg(x) and P
n
ref(x) as the
probabilities that, respectively, the target and reference
system are in microstate x after n steps. We can leave the
starting state unspecified. The steady-state probability
distributions P∞targ(x) and P
∞
targ(x) in the main text are
the large n limits of Pntarg(x) and P
n
targ(x). In addition
to these we define
Wn(x) =
〈
δ(x− xn)×
Pntarg
Pnref
〉
ref
. (A1)
This is the mean weight per trajectory of length n that
ends in x. In the limit n → ∞, it is the quantity that
features in the right hand side of Eq. (5) in the main text.
The actual weight in microstate x is obtained by mul-
tiplying Wn(x) by the probability that a trajectory ends
in microstate x, namely Wn(x) × Pnref(x). An evolution
equation for this can be written down by analogy to §1
of the Supplemental Material for Ref. 24, or Eq. (8) in
Ref. 25. It is
Wn(x′)Pnref(x
′) =
∑
xW
n−1(x)Pn−1ref (x)
× pref(x→ x′)× ptarg(x→ x
′)
pref(x→ x′) .
(A2)
This looks formidable but can be taken apart piece by
piece. The first factor in the sum on the right hand side
is the total weight in microstate x after n− 1 steps. The
second factor is the probability pref(x → x′) that this
weight subsequently propagates to x′. The third factor
arises because the weight is updated at each step by mul-
tiplying by the relative transition probabilities ptarg/pref.
Cancelling factors of pref, Eq. (A2) simplifies to
Wn(x′)Pnref(x
′) =
∑
xW
n−1(x)Pn−1ref (x)
× ptarg(x→ x′) .
(A3)
This can be compared to the evolution equation for
Pntarg(x), which is
Pntarg(x
′) =
∑
x P
n−1
targ (x)× ptarg(x→ x′) . (A4)
This simply expresses the fact that ptarg(x → x′) plays
the role of a transition probability matrix. On inspection,
Eqs. (A3) and (A4) are structurally identical, and (unless
we have chosen a pathological case) converge to identical
steady state solutions to within a multiplicative constant,
8irrespective of the choice of initial conditions. This then
implies
lim
n→∞W
n(x)Pnref(x) ∝ lim
n→∞P
n
targ(x) , (A5)
or, recalling the definition in Eq. (A1),
lim
n→∞
〈
δ(x− xn)×
Pntarg
Pnref
〉
ref
∝ P
∞
targ(x)
P∞ref(x)
. (A6)
This proves the intended result, Eq. (5) in the main text.
As a corollary to all this, we note that the convergence
to steady state in Eqs. (A3) and (A4) is governed by the
spectral properties of ptarg(x→ x′), that is to say by the
target system, not the reference system. The implications
of this are discussed in the main text.
Appendix B: Reweighting algorithm for birth-death
process
We simulate the birth-death process in Eq. (8) using
the Gilespie kinetic Monte-Carlo algorithm [43]. At some
point in time, suppose there are x copies of A. The tran-
sition rates (the reaction ‘propensities’) are
a± =
{
λ x→ x+ 1 ,
xµ x→ x− 1 . (B1)
Accordingly, we select a time step δt from an exponential
distribution p(δt) = ae−aδt where a = a+ + a−, and
reaction channel x→ x± 1 with probabilities a±/a. We
advance time by δt and update x according to the chosen
reaction channel. This completes one update step.
The transition probability for this update step is
p± = (a±/a)× ae−a δt = a±e−a δt . (B2)
We omit the ‘measure’ d(δt), which in any case cancels
out below.
Now suppose we are simulating the reference system
with death rate µref, and we wish to reweight to a target
system with a different death rate µtarg. The ratio of
transition probabilities is then, specifically,
ptarg
pref
=
{
ex(µref−µtarg)δt x→ x+ 1 ,
(µtarg/µref) e
x(µref−µtarg)δt x→ x− 1 . (B3)
Since λ is the same in the target and reference systems,
the λ-dependence cancels in this.
Thus in order to reweight the system, we simulate the
system using the standard Gillespie algorithm, but af-
ter making the choice of time step and reaction channel,
we compute the ratio ptarg/pref according to Eq. (B3).
We maintain a circular history array of length n, and
keep a pointer into this history array. When the value of
ptarg/pref is calculated, it is stored in the array at the lo-
cation corresponding to the current value of the pointer,
which is then incremented (and reset to the beginning if
it goes past the end of the array). The effect of this is
that the oldest value of ptarg/pref is replaced by the most
recent value, whilst keeping all the intermediate values.
For steady state problems we typically (re)set time to
t = 0 and iterate the above algorithm until t > tsamp,
where tsamp is some sampling interval. At that point we
make a note of the state of the system (i. e. the value of
x in this case) and the reweighting factor W , which is
simply the product of the ptarg/pref values stored in the
history array at that point in time. We keep track of
these values of x and W and use them to compute the
desired averages, 〈W 〉ref and 〈xW 〉ref.
The value of tsamp should be chosen so that the system
is fully relaxed between samples. This ensures statisti-
cal independence of the sampling points. Additionally,
we should make sure tsamp is sufficiently large so that
the history array is completely refreshed between sam-
ples (this also has the side-effect of ‘pump-priming’ the
array from a cold start). In the present study we set
tsamp equal to the larger of 5µ
−1
ref or 2〈δt〉refn.
Appendix C: Extreme value statistics and trajectory
weights
Suppose that we simulate N trajectories of length n.
This generates N samples of the reweighting factor W ,
where z = lnW is normally distributed with some mean
m and variance v. Although we can get good coverage of
the underlying normal distribution with moderate value
of N , the problem arises because we need to sample the
tail of the normal distribution when constructing aver-
ages weighted with W = ez.
The W -weighted averages we are trying to calculate
are governed by an overall multiplier of the form
ez × e−(z−m)2/2v = ez−(z−m)2/2v . (C1)
This comprises the weight W = ez multiplied by the
distribution of z = lnW values (i. e. the same as W ×
P (lnW ) in Fig. 3). Eq. (C1) has a maximum at z =
m+ v. To achieve good statistics we need to sample the
tail of the z-distribution in this vicinity. This is a very
stringent requirement, and in particular is not simply
satisfied by reaching out to some multiple of the standard
deviation
√
v beyond the mean.
This consideration can be expressed in another way
by considering the extreme value statistics of z [49, 50].
Recall that for N samples of a normal distribution, the
typical maximum value reached (the ‘high water mark’)
is zm ≈ m +
√
v lnN . If we demand that zm & m + v,
then at least the ‘high water mark’ of the sampled z
values is beyond the peak in Eq. (C1). This translates
into
√
v lnN & v, or N & ev. Therefore N & eβn for
n  1, with some coefficient β. Turning this around
it means that the relevant trajectories which contribute
to the weighted averages become exponentially rare as n
increases, supporting the claim made in the main text.
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